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ABOUT THE NOVEL

Everything in this novel is accurately depicted, the airbases, runway headings, missions, even the radio 
frequencies. The culture, times, and places are correctly presented and essential to the story. Many of the 
flying events, as depicted, were real. Out of respect to those who were traumatized, injured, or lost their lives, 
no representations of real aircraft losses are depicted; fiction is employed in this area. The story line and 
characters are fiction. Through the eyes of the fictional characters this novel presents an exciting, authentic, 
and never before revealed perspective of the Vietnamese enigma.

      
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Flyboys, Round Engines and Spooks involves a lot of exciting airplane flying as it’s a revealing story about 
flyboys, their airplanes, and their escapades during the Vietnam War era. The novel is not about fighter pilots 
flying upside down, and not about blood, guts, glory and fearless heroes. Certainly we have to pay homage and 
honor those veterans that were involved with the carnage and horrors of that fiasco, both on the ground and in 
the air, but this book is not about that. Not all pilots were involved in that part of the war. 

Young Eddie Werner, the primary character, was unable to get his cherished fighter pilot assignment out 
of pilot training. Instead he was sent to Southeast Asia to fly old World War II era airplanes: piston powered 
propeller driven transport aircraft. For him it opened the door to unique times and places, an intriguing 
and nostalgic experience living and flying with the last of the “old prop job” crews. Ignored by the media 
and scorned by the jet jocks, these renegades lived in their own convoluted world of radial piston engines, 
propellers, dripping oil, spark plugs, irregular meals, and brushes with danger. All were mixed with Asian 
splendor, endless jungle, and an abundance of Asian women. The air crews hopped from country to country as 
frequently as modern day commuters hop to and from their homes and work. It tells of the end of the nostalgic 
propeller era and the end of one pilot’s youth and innocence. 

The narrative places the reader inside the cockpit and inside the mind of the young pilot. It captures the 
senses, awe, and adventures of flying. It involves the CIA’s clandestine operations in Laos and the Plain of 
Jars that for so many years was classified and hidden from the American public. Flying a World War II C-47, 
Eddie takes the reader on CIA missions, flying low, slow, unarmed, and alone––deep into enemy held territory 
and over endless jungle covered landscapes. He witnesses and is involved in things that will shock most 
Americans. The story is a time warp to the World War II era of propellers and slow lumbering airplanes, a warp 
that occurred in the midst of jet fighters, Viet Cong, and rock and roll music.  

The story takes place during the late sixties and early seventies. Jane Fonda was calling American soldiers 
and aviators war criminals. Mass war protests were attended as social events by America’s youth, hippies 
roamed the streets high on drugs, free love flourished, and American puritan values were being challenged by an 
upside down world. The media bombarded the average American with the horrors of war with movies, books, 
and biased news articles about the Vietnam War. Flyboys, Round Engines and Spooks reveals an authentic 
inside view of America’s most controversial war and exposes the media’s misrepresentations and omissions 
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inflicted on both the American airmen of the era and the American public. It is a must read for those who are 
too young to remember the Vietnam fiasco and a must read for those that still don’t understand what happened.  

Those who know Lee Croissant will recognize similarities between him and his fictional character, Eddie. 
Lee was told to write about what he knows best, so similarities do exist. Large differences also exist. When 
Lee Croissant first reported for duty in Southeast Asia, he was a twenty-eight year old air force captain, 
an experienced B-52 bomber crewmember, and happily married with a child on the way. Eddie, the main 
fictional character, was a new second lieutenant, in his early twenties, unmarried, unworldly, and eagerly 
seeking adventure and romance. 

This adventure story was also written with non-pilots in mind. Buried within the text are descriptions and 
explanations so non-pilots can follow and experience the cockpit dramas and awe of that lost era without being 
buried with confusing and technical terms. Photos are provided in the rear of the book to assist in aircraft 
identification and locations.

Previously classified information revealed in this novel is currently available on the internet. Some things 
are still classified––they are not mentioned in this book.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
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PHOTO GALLERY and GLOSSARY
The photos located in the end of the book are included so as to serve as references to help the readers 

visualize the various aircraft. Indeed, few people know what a C-124 was and very few ever heard of the 
highly classified EC-47. These photos are also included for establishing an air of authenticity to the times and 
the places that are depicted. To view these same photos in color, as well as many other photos, visit website: 
leecroissant.com.

A Glossary of military terms and acronyms is available in the back of this book.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

The photos of the airborne C-124, C-141, and C-133 are stock photos from the aircraft manufacturers. The 
remaining photos are from the author’s personal photo album.
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CHAPTER ONE: THE CALLING
DECEMBER 1969

The two North Vietnamese MIG 21 fighter aircraft slipped over the ridge of mountains that separated 
North Vietnam from Laos and headed west into Laos. Their destination and intended target was a 
solitary American aircraft. It was circling aimlessly over the vast expanse of mountains and roadless 

jungle that stretched hundreds of miles north from the Laotian Plain of Jars. The sun reflected brightly off 
the polished aluminum of their MIG supersonic fighter planes. The bright red star on their tails displayed the 
pride and dedication of the two Russian trained North Vietnamese pilots. Their call sign, Test Flight Two, was 
designed to confuse anyone eavesdropping on their radio frequency.

The operators in the People’s Army of Vietnam (North Vietnamese) ground control intercept radar facility 
had been waiting for this opportunity. They had been operational for a week and it was their first opportunity to 
get a clean kill on an American aircraft, without risking the loss of their own fighter planes. Tucked away in a 
limestone niche, carved just below the peak of a mountain eight miles inside the North Vietnamese border, they 
could see with their new radar well into the northern section of their Laotian neighbors to the west. Their new 
ground control intercept (GCI) site made it possible for them to monitor American aircraft support operations 
in the highly contested Laotian Plain of Jars, where the People’s Army of Vietnam was battling America’s 
allies, the fierce Hmong tribesmen. They could also see far north where Towhead Three Three had been lazily 
flying an oblong fifty mile orbit. For this shoot down, the American aircraft with a call sign of Towhead Three 
Three would be just right. It would make the headlines in the American newspapers and would add a new 
dimension to the war in Laos.    

“Test Flight Two, I have radar lock on, climb to twenty-two thousand feet and fly heading two seven zero 
degrees. I have your traffic one hundred four miles . . . negative hostiles in the area. Do not answer.” The North 
Vietnamese radar controller was keeping their radio usage to a minimum and as ambiguous as possible. 

Unfortunately for Towhead Three Three, this North Vietnamese foray into Laos was taking place during 
one of many unproductive and ineffective “bombing halts” dictated by the American President. The bombing 
halt was structured so no American aircraft could fly anywhere in North Vietnam, even if in hot pursuit. The 
North Vietnamese fighters’ plan was to shoot down Towhead Three Three in Laos and scoot back across their 
border before the American Air Force could react. The Americans’ own self decreed rules would prevent them 
from pursuing the MIGs into North Vietnam. 

 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

In the cockpit of Towhead Three Three, their radio came to life, “Towhead Three Three, this is Invert on 
guard emergency frequency. I have two bandits exiting the fishmouth, position channel ninety-eight bearing 
zero eight zero at one zero five miles DME, tracking a two seven zero degree course. Towhead Three Three, 
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if you read me, it looks like they’re fast movers coming hell bent to get you. You’re the only aircraft we know 
about in that area. I’d suggest you get the hell out of there.”

Eddie sat stunned . . . in disbelief. “Bandits” was the code word for unknown aircraft of suspected enemy 
origin, probably enemy MIG fighters. The fishmouth was a portion of the North Vietnamese border that had a 
fish mouth shape on the map. It couldn’t be happening to him! With all the antennas his highly modified World 
War II C-47 cargo aircraft had, the wind drag was significant. The fastest they could fly in level flight was 
120 knots, which would convert to 138 miles per hour. The MIGs, as they probably were, would be coming 
somewhere around 500 knots. To get the hell out of there was not an available option. They were on a top secret 
mission, far from any military operations, thus had no American fighter planes flying cover for them. Probably 
the nearest American fighter planes were several hundred miles south, along the Ho Chi Minh Trail.  

Eddie had checked in with Invert, the American ground radar controller, after taking off from Nakhon 
Phanom Royal Thai Air Force Base in Thailand. Eddie and his crew were flying out of the remote air base, 
located just across the Mekong River in Thailand, in support of American covert operations in northern Laos. 
They had maintained radio silence thereafter. Eddie knew that while they were crossing over the ancient Plain 
of Jars and the high mountains surrounding it, the American “Invert” radar had silently monitored their flight 
path.  

Unfortunately, Eddie’s reconnaissance mission required him to fly way north, all the way to the Chinese 
border. Up there, they could only be tracked by Invert if they flew above 18,000 feet. Without cabin pressurization 
and without supplemental oxygen on board, flying that high was not an option. Twelve thousand feet was their 
sustainable limit. Invert could not see the Towhead C-47 on their radar but had locked on to the much higher 
MIG fighters as they crossed over the dividing mountain ridge from North Vietnam. The Invert operator knew 
Towhead Three Three was somewhere up there and he was broadcasting the Towhead aircraft a warning, in 
the blind. A warning just in case the Towhead could hear him. In fact, if Eddie’s aircraft had been any less than 
their current 12,000 foot altitude, he and his seven crew members wouldn’t have been able to hear the radio 
warning.

“Towhead Three Three, this is Invert broadcasting in the blind. If you hear me, I estimate eight minutes 
until the bandits are in your area. We scrambled F-4 fighters out of Udorn; they’re coming pedal to the metal. 
Their estimated time of arrival to your area is sixteen minutes. Do you copy?”

“I copy,” Eddie broke radio silence, not knowing if Invert could hear him or not. That meant the bandits, 
if they really were MIGs, would have six minutes to shoot him down and a two minute head start back across 
their border and safety. That would be easy pickings for the highly maneuverable MIG fighter planes. They 
only needed a minute or two to maneuver into position and use their cannons to rip his unarmed, slow C-47 
transport aircraft into shreds. 

Eddie was shocked and upset with their exposed position. Without fighter air cover and as transport pilots, 
neither Eddie nor his co-pilot had any air to air combat tactics training. Even if they had been trained in air 
combat maneuvers, it wouldn’t have improved their situation. Their slow and low C-47, with its World War II 
heritage, and Eddie, were both way out of their league.

“What the hell am I doing here?” Eddie thought to himself. “It wasn’t supposed to be like this!” He 
looked at the thick jungle below. “Would he, his aircraft, and his crew spend eternity together down there, 
scattered among the endless jungle?” The pilot’s cliché was “bend over and kiss your ass goodbye.” There 
wasn’t any room to bend over in the tiny cockpit so Eddie closed his eyes and tilted his head back . . . 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

It all started for Eddie, back in Colorado, a long time ago. Eddie’s thoughts wandered all the way back to 
his family’s Colorado farm, July 1950. Back to when he was a sun-browned five-year old boy. He was curious 
to a fault about everything except farming. On that fateful morning he was still in bed. It was a cloudless July 
morning, shortly after the sun was up, and the world outside his open, unscreened window was just coming to 
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life. He was awake and listening to two birds in the plains cottonwood tree, just outside his window. They were 
having an argument over the caterpillars that were eating the tree’s leaves. Each wanted the tree’s gourmet 
worms for himself. He was quite familiar with the two birds. Every summer their kind would nest in the 
cottonwood trees that surrounded their farm house. He easily recognized their calls but he didn’t know their 
real names. Eddie called the birds Yellow Belly and Gorgeous and didn’t have the faintest idea they were a 
Western Kingbird and a Bullocks Oriole. The only printed material in their home was the Bible and the Farm 
Journal magazine and Eddie didn’t know there was such a thing as a bird identification book. There also was 
no such thing as kindergarten at their rural school, and as he hadn’t started first grade yet, Eddie couldn’t read 
anyway! There was no one in their rural farm community who could tell him what kind of birds they were and 
there was no one in the community who even cared. 

As Eddie lay in bed enjoying a pause in the ongoing bird disagreement, he heard a distant sound that 
intrigued him. It was unlike any farm sound he had ever heard and as it grew louder he rolled out of bed and 
looked out his window. At the far end of their sugar beet field he saw an airplane, a yellow, bi-winged, single 
engine airplane as it flew just a few feet above their sugar beets. It was flying straight toward him! It was 
spewing a fog trail and Eddie instantly knew what was happening. He had heard of farmers spraying their 
sugar beet fields for webworm and he had overheard the neighbors talking about how much more effective 
it was to do it with an airplane. The propeller blew the spray around and the chemicals were blown up under 
the beet leaves where the bugs were. Eddie never imagined that his father could afford such an expensive 
treatment, but there it was.  

Eddie launched himself out the window. The haystacks provided the best view in their farmyard and he 
scurried up the closest stack. He had on only his shorts and the dry alfalfa hay was hard on his bare feet, but he 
couldn’t have cared less. By the time he topped out the haystack, the yellow Stearman crop sprayer had reached 
the close end of the field, next to their yard. At the last instant the Stearman stopped spraying and pulled up 
smartly. It passed directly over Eddie at a distance of less than fifty feet.  Its engine noise was deafening. Eddie 
dived for cover in the hay as the gorgeous yellow bird climbed steeply into the sky behind him. Eddie rolled 
over to watch it make a half right turn, then reverse its direction with a slow and perfect left chandelle turn. It 
was absolutely beautiful and Eddie was paralyzed with awe. The reversed airplane lowered its nose and passed 
back low over Eddie as it dived back onto the sugar beet field and continued its spraying work.

Eddie lay back on the hay stack and it felt as if his heart was racing a hundred miles per hour. The engine’s 
sound consumed him and at that instant the little farm boy bonded with the airplane. He had found himself 
and his calling and his method of escape from the farm.  From that day forward, Eddie was different from all 
the other farm boys in his community. He was imprinted with the sound and thrill of flight and would nurture 
the condition for the rest of his life. He knew that some day he would become a pilot, then fly away, far away 
to exotic places and have mystic experiences beyond imagination. In his day dreams he would also marry a 
beautiful woman in the far away place––an exotic woman unlike anyone his community had ever seen. 

He built his first model airplane with money he earned by hoeing weeds in the neighbor’s garden. It was 
a World War II Stearman trainer and he painted it yellow, just like the crop-duster he had imprinted with. His 
family drove the thirteen miles into Greeley every other week for groceries and other supplies. The trip to town 
provided his vital link to the hobby shop and their delicious stacks of balsa aircraft replications. His room soon 
was filled with model airplanes hanging from the ceiling. His parents knew there was something wrong with 
Eddie but German parents didn’t discuss those kinds of things with their children. They knew that kids “got 
crazy ideas” and with time Eddie would grow out of it. After all, their farm was almost paid for and someday 
Eddie would be inheriting it and would be carrying on their family tradition of farming. 

But Eddie never had any intentions of staying on the farm. His dreams and fantasies of flying away thrived 
despite the absence of support.

The family never visited the library in Greeley and Eddie didn’t even know that Greeley had a library. 
Their rural school was visited twice each year by a bookmobile and each school child was allowed to choose 
two books from the closely censored selection. Books about aviation were absent. Books on bird identification 
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were also absent. Eddie’s passion bubbled slowly, yet persisted. During his years at Greeley High School, he 
was too busy trying to find his own identity among the mass of sophisticated town kids and too busy trying 
to figure out how to get laid. He succeeded at neither. At Colorado State University his fortune turned and he 
gorged on the books he discovered in the library system. He became a self taught aviator, having never set 
foot in an airplane. His favorite book was called Stick and Rudder by Wolfgang Langewiesche.  His father, 
however, forbade him to ride in an airplane as they were “inherently dangerous.” Asking for money to join the 
local flying club was out of the question and only increased Eddie’s yearning. 

It was the military draft that rescued him from his dilemma. He was ripe for the draft on the day he 
graduated from college and it was easy for him to convince his parents that joining the air force was better than 
letting the army draft him. He sold them on the futility of spending two years digging foxholes and marching 
around. He lied when he told them he had no choice when the air force sent him to officer’s school for a second 
lieutenant’s commission and then off to pilot training.
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CHAPTER TWENTY: BANDITS

I t was the first day of December 1969 and they were well into the dry season. The Thai rice farmers 
harvested their fields of rice––the staple of their existence. They burned their rice straw to clear 
their fields of debris in preparation for planting the new crop. The smoke rose to 20,000 feet and 

was so thick and widespread it drifted over the river and into Laos. The Towhead pilots had to fly using 
their instruments and weather approach procedures to land at Nakhon Phanom. The smoke season would 
last for over a month as it mixed with the usual valley fog that formed every morning in the Laotian 
mountains. The clandestine American operation, Air America, Ravens, and the various gunship and 
bombers were hindered by the haze. The Towheads continued. The smoke and fog had no effect on their 
radio interceptions. Sometimes they had to check several dop set sites before they found one open enough 
to see the ground and get a computer position update, but they managed. Sometimes they only had the less 
accurate TACAN bearings and distance readouts from channel 98––located at the Alternate. Intercepted 
messages without precise locations still contained a lot of valuable intelligence. Underneath the haze the 
war games went on as usual, except the Hmong were denied protection and firepower usually provided by 
their beloved bombs from the sky. 

The North Vietnamese Army (NVA) was making slow and calculated progress against the fierce 
Hmong resisters. The Hmong Army had been battling the communist enemy invaders from North Vietnam 
for five years and the attrition was taking its toll. The Hmong had lost almost an entire generation of 
men in their crusade and were recruiting fifteen and sixteen year old boys for replacements. American 
airpower was the only thing that was keeping the Hmong and other loyal Lao military forces from being 
overrun and defeated.  

Things weren’t going that well in the Vietnam War to the south, either. American success required a twofold 
victory. First, they needed political stability in South Vietnam, stability that was supported by the population. 
Torn between the choice of communism or the corrupt and ruthless government provided by successions of 
presidential coups, the South Vietnamese were desperate for an acceptable political option to support. The 
Americans failed miserably in that arena. The failure to install a responsible Government and institute land 
reforms and other needed corrections opened the door wider for support of the Viet Cong and the infiltrating 
North Vietnamese troops. 

The second requirement the Americans needed was a military solution. They needed to drive the North 
Vietnamese Army occupiers out of South Vietnam so a popular political solution could be enacted.  The severe 
limitations placed on the American military by their own politicians, denied them the opportunity to utilize 
their full strength and abilities. On the ground and in the jungles of South Vietnam, the American Army and 
Marines were fighting the enemy on the enemy’s terms and at the wrong end of the enemy’s supply chain.

An old Lao proverb said, “You cannot kill a snake by beating it on the tail.”
In North Vietnam, the supplies were openly stored and transported during the ill conceived bombing halts, 

halts dictated by the American Presidents. When bombing was allowed in North Vietnam, severe American 
self imposed restrictions were placed on the pilots so they were unable to achieve any decisive effect. President 
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Nixon was slowly withdrawing American troops from South Vietnam and leaving the South Vietnamese 
military to fight their own battles. They were not doing well and the North Vietnamese were expanding their 
area of influence.  

During their scotch laden discussions, conducted in the privacy of their room, it became more and more 
obvious to Eddie that Washington was not interested in a military victory. When Eddie mentioned his suspicions 
to Arnold, the Ivy League scholar snapped his fingers and looked at Eddie. He nodded yes and replied, “Bingo! 
You said it, not me. Everyone around here is so brainwashed by their military indoctrination I’ve been afraid 
to say anything.”  

Arnold launched into his preplanned revelation to Eddie, one that couldn’t have been presented unless 
Eddie had indicated he was ready for the truth. “The theory of gradualism,” Arnold explained to Eddie, “can 
be defined as forced diplomacy, or graduated response. It was first proposed in the late fifties by Robert 
Osgood and Thomas Schelling. It involves the gradual increase of military pressure from a superior military 
force on one’s enemy. The objective is not to defeat or destroy the enemy and its infrastructure. But, instead 
to gradually raise the burden of the conflict until the enemy reaches their breaking point and agrees to accept 
a compromised settlement at a negotiation table.” 

He let the concept sink in before continuing. “This is what we’re participating in, gradualism. We’re not 
trying to win the war, just apply pressure. President Johnson had staff members that advocated this approach 
well before Kennedy was assassinated. They don’t want us military guys to know about it because it would 
take away our will to fight and the illusion of victory as our goal. They need us foot soldiers to apply pressure 
and actually think we’re trying to win. Think of it, how many bombing halts did Johnson, and now Nixon, 
put into effect, and then repeal them when they had no effect on their negotiation attempts? They’re gradually 
increasing the pressure, trying to eventually convince the NVA to come to the table by threatening to resume 
bombing. On the contrary, the North Vietnamese love the bombing halts. The halts give em time to move 
supplies and personnel around and re-enforce their defenses. Not allowing the American military to fight this 
war one hundred percent for a victory is a serious blunder! Ho Chi Minh and General Giap are playing our 
American Presidents Johnson and Nixon as if they were fools. They know that our Presidents are afraid to do 
anything that might provoke the Russians or the Chinese to openly enter this war.” 

“But we carry Russian and Chinese Linguists on certain missions. We know they’re already down there 
and already involved by providing the NVA with guns, rockets, and technical advisors,” Eddie countered.

“That’s my point,” Arnold explained. “They aren’t doing it openly! The Russians and Chinese are too 
smart to openly send troops to this second class war. They do it clandestinely and got us right where they want 
us.

“The theory of gradualism,” Arnold added, “goes against the rules of warfare as dictated by Clausewitz, the 
1800s Guru of warfare. Clausewitz said, ‘War is absolute.’  How he defined this was that essentially you do not 
enter into a war if you are not committed one hundred percent to winning it. To not be committed one hundred 
percent and not committed to utilize all of your resources to win is to provide your enemy a major advantage.” 

“That explains a lot of things,” Eddie reasoned. “The big seaport just outside Hanoi is off limits to our bombers 
and our navy. I had a conversation with an F-105 Thud pilot at the bar after he landed his crippled aircraft here 
at NKP. He said they were not allowed to bomb or strafe North Vietnamese fighter planes on the ground at their 
airports. They could only shoot at them if they were airborne and had their landing gear up. They’re not allowed 
to bomb North Vietnamese radar GCI sites. They’re not allowed to bomb North Vietnamese surface to air missile 
sites under construction, they have to wait until the sites are operational and shoot at them first. They’re only 
allocated several targets at a time and they’re dispatched each day in waves, each at the same time each day, and 
are always dispatched to attack from the same direction. They’re sitting ducks for the NVA gunners. In South 
Vietnam, if a gun shoots at them from the ground, they must have permission from their command post to return 
fire. No one is allowed to bomb the huge NVA supply port in Cambodia. What our military calls the ‘Rules of 
Engagement’ should really be called the ‘Restrictions on Combat.’ They let the Viet Cong in South Vietnam 
walk away after bringing them to their knees during the Tet offensive. It’s all stupid!
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 “And those are just the restrictions I know about.” Eddie sat for a minute and thought. “But now that you 
said so, it’s obvious! They just want us to harass em but not do anything serious that would bring the North 
Vietnamese to defeat. We’re all just cannon fodder for some political experiment! Either that or our leaders in 
Washington are totally incompetent. I would have to think more about it before I could decide which.”

“The answer is both,” Arnold helped him out. “Gradualism in conducting the war in both North and South 
Vietnam and incompetent at managing the political injustices and corruption in South Vietnam.”           

“You learned about this in college?” Eddie questioned.
“I researched it in college after it became the subject of a campus debate. I was participating in the debate 

and my father explained the rest to me. He’s got connections inside the administration.” Eddie realized that 
Arnold was privy to some very sensitive information. Military combatants weren’t supposed to know these 
things. 

“The thing that Washington doesn’t understand,” Arnold continued, “is that the North Vietnamese won’t 
accept anything other than complete victory. Gradualism won’t work on them. We’re just wasting our time 
and American lives applying pressure. The gomers are prepared to pay whatever price is necessary for victory; 
compromise is not even in their vocabulary. For them, this war is absolute! President Johnson was too conceited 
and arrogant to realize the true nature of our enemy’s intentions. He called them ignorant jungle bunnies and 
Nixon is willing to shuck it all down the toilet just to get out of Vietnam. They might eventually end up at 
the negotiating table and sign a treaty, but Uncle Ho just ignores treaties. He’ll continue treaty or not, until he 
has what he wants. All of Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia. Mark my words, you’re learning how to fly and I’m 
meeting my family obligations, but we’re just putting in our time. We’re not going to make any difference in 
the long run.”

“If your old man knows all this why can’t he talk some sense into somebody?”
“He’s not that rich and influential. He’s just rich enough to sit at the table but not rich enough to talk.”
Arnold continued, “Ho Chi Minh and General Giap are not stupid. Stop and think about it. They’re fighting 

this war in the streets of America. That’s where the victory will come from because they know the American 
public will break. They’re turning the tables on us and are gonna make us yield to their own prolonged 
gradualism. They mastered this concept thousands of years before there ever was an America and Americans 
to think of it. A million or so dead over here is a small price to them, unacceptable to us. All that anti war media 
and protesting activity back in the States is playing right into Uncle Ho’s hands.” 

He looked at Eddie, “If you ever repeat any of this I’ll deny everything and never offer you another scotch 
as long as we live.”

“Jesus, no scotch, that’s serious,” Eddie lamented. But it was true. Eddie could never discuss this with 
anyone else at Nakhon Phanom for fear of being accused of being unpatriotic and subversive––possibly even 
treasonous. But at last he understood what was going on!

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Eddie dressed for a mission and was waiting outside for the crew bus to pick him up. He was scheduled to fly 
with a young academy graduate who had been flying as a co-pilot for almost seven months. Normally all pilots 
were upgraded to aircraft commander after six months in order to maintain the correct balance of crewmembers 
for each seat. This lieutenant, however, had just mucked around and consistently underperformed. At the six 
month anniversary Eddie had flown with him several times. He then reported to the operations officer that 
the guy just wasn’t aircraft commander material. Major Collins’ reply surprised Eddie. “There’s an unwritten 
requirement for all academy graduates to become aircraft commanders before their year is up––before they’re 
rotated back home to more responsible positions.” Eddie wondered if it was just academy graduates giving 
preference to academy graduates. 

Major Collins continued, “I’m gonna instruct scheduling to pair you with Andy for every one of his flights 
from now on. Until you get him ready for upgrading. You can do your other training on your remaining days off.” 
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Major Collin’s fondness for Eddie had been deteriorating over time. He was beginning to get agitated over 
Eddie’s total control of the detachment training program. The major secretly wanted a piece of the responsibility 
for use as material in his annual evaluation report. Eddie couldn’t care less about the major’s evaluation and 
accepted the challenge of getting Andy upgraded to aircraft commander without any thought. “Yessir. I’ll do 
my best,” was his answer to the assignment. Eddie had his ways to make these problem pilots pay attention. 
Andy would just take a little more concentration and work.

Andy showed up, also dressed and ready to fly, and strolled over to the shade beside Eddie. This was the 
end of the third week they had been flying together and Andy was still moping around. At least Eddie had 
learned why. It seemed that Andy’s father was a one star general and had been a fighter pilot family hero. 
Flying an EC-47, Andy was a disappointment to both himself and his family––especially his father.

“Morning, Nuts. Guess there’s been a change of schedule. I was supposed to have this day off.  What’s up?” 
“Beats the hell out of me,” Eddie was sincere. The guy still hadn’t figured out that their schedules were 

married. “I think we’re supposed to start working again on your training for upgrade to aircraft commander.”
“Yeah, big deal!” the academy graduate sloughed it off.
Their navigator Stu joined them and after a short ride, they made their way into the briefing room and sat 

waiting for the briefer. When he appeared he was a new guy, or at least none of them had ever seen him before. 
He was one of dozens of analysts, the mystery guys that inhabited the myriad of back rooms at Task Force 
Alpha.  

“Morning.” He pulled the cloth from the briefing map and stood sizing up his audience of three. He was a 
captain, well groomed Caucasian with a crisp military flat top and wearing 1505s. He looked in good physical 
shape and Eddie thought maybe he recognized him from the gym. “We got a little different mission for you 
today, so we’re gonna reveal a little more information than we usually do—seeing how it involves flying 
somewhere you normally don’t go.”

Eddie’s and Stu’s eyes meet. They had flown together numerous times before and they shared a mutual 
trust and respect for each other. “This mission really doesn’t have anything to do with the Ho Chi Minh Trail 
and doesn’t have anything to do with the conflict we’re supporting with Vang Pao’s Army. It’s a separate thing 
that our customer has requested we do for them with the EC-47’s particular specialty. We have a hand picked 
crew for you in the back and that’s why you’re on this flight.” He nodded towards Stu.

“Oh Boy,” Eddie thought out loud without thinking. “Do you want us to stand up and bend over to make 
this easier?” Stu rolled his eyes and Andy sat stoically with a blank face.

“That won’t be necessary,” the briefer smiled and went along with Eddie. “This place is pretty high tech; 
we can get you from a sitting position.”

Then he launched into the serious part of his presentation. “There aren’t too many people that know 
this, not even at Task Force Alpha where they think they know everything. Northern Laos, north of the Plain 
of Jars, is an endless maze of mountains that are sparsely inhabited by primitive tribes and there are very 
few roads that connect anything together. There’s only remote villages and foot trails.” He pointed with his 
pointer to the top of the map to where the Chinese Yunnan Province protruded into Laos. “The sparse roads 
are nothing more than dirt trails that are passable only during the dry season and then require a four wheel 
drive vehicle.”

He slid his telescopic pointer together and stood facing the mesmerized trio. “First a little history. In 
1962, Laotian Prince Souvanna Phouma decided it was a good idea to maintain friendly relations with the 
Chinese. He shares a considerable amount of his northern border with them. He gave the Chinese permission 
to build a connecting road from the Chinese province of Yunnan into the Laotian Province of Phongsaly. The 
Chinese rounded up ten thousand workers and did that very thing. Then in 1966 the Chinese, on their own 
initiative and without permission from the Laotian government, built three more roads from Yunnan Province 
into Houa Khong Province.” He pulled out his pointer and pointed to a province that on the map was named 
Lunag Namtha. Every dry season they’ve been sending in thousands of Chinese workers and a formidable 
contingent of Chinese soldiers. The soldiers are armed with heavy artillery and substantial anti-aircraft guns to 
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protect their venture and their construction activity. It’s obvious they want to protect their activity from prying 
eyes. I guess they haven’t heard of our U-2 and SR-71 high altitude spy planes. With the conflict going on in 
the PDJ and the Ho Chi Minh Trail occupation by the NVA, the Laotian government has largely ignored this 
incursion. The Laotians just don’t have the military resources to resist these Chinese road building projects. 
Also, the area is so remote that there’s very little of value to defend. There’s lots of teak wood and no way to 
get it out and maybe lots of monkeys.”

He winced, “That brings us to today. The Chinese have tied into some existing dry season trails that 
the Laotians call roads, and have widened and improved them and have gotten all the way down to the 
northern Mekong River, just across the river from Thailand. The northern half of the road is asphalt and 
an all season road. It’s obvious that their intent is to eventually have an all weather route for access to the 
Mekong and Thailand. In response, the Thai have massed troops across the river from where the Chinese 
road meets the Mekong. It’s a delicate situation that not many outsiders know about but the Thai officials 
are very concerned. They have good reason to fear a Chinese invasion and land grab. We have road watch 
teams in place, composed primarily of friendly native villagers. This is the area where Tom Dooley had his 
network of hospitals and some of the locals are very cooperative and radio us reports about road activity. 
It’s about all we have except photos taken from very high altitudes. I mean high because they have eighty-
five millimeter guns on that road. Several observation aircraft have been sent up there and have received 
heavy volumes of anti-aircraft fire. We’re talking about lots of thirty-seven and twenty-three millimeter 
guns and a substantial number of heavy stuff, fifty-seven millimeter and eighty-five millimeter guns. A 
Laotian C-47 and an Air America C-123 have been shot down while scouting the road and several other 
Air America birds have returned with substantial battle damage. Needless to say, gentlemen, we would 
not ask you to fly over this piece of real estate in your EC-47s. Your aircraft is just too valuable to risk.”  

“What about the pilots getting killed?” Eddie wondered silently. “The customer cares more about the 
aircraft than the pilots.”

Eddie held his breath as the briefing officer continued, “Your mission today is to fly up there and troll for 
radio intercepts from their activities along the road. You can stay fifteen or twenty miles east of the road and 
from ten thousand or twelve thousand feet you can get a good line of sight coverage of the area. Intercepts 
are what we want. Positions are a low priority because we already know where the road is. We also want you 
to keep at least fifteen miles south of the Chinese border. By maintaining at least fifteen miles from the road 
and the Chinese border, you’ll stay over remote jungle where there’s no military activity. The Chinese have no 
radar coverage up there so they won’t see you and won’t even know that you’re there.” He hesitated, “There’s 
one more thing.”  

“There’s always a catch!” Eddie whispered to himself. 
“The North Vietnamese have installed a radar site north of Barthelomy Pass, just inside their border where 

Route 7 leads into the Plain of Jars. It can provide them with radar coverage of the PDJ area and possibly 
coverage further north where you’ll be flying today. We really don’t have a lot of info on it because we don’t 
think they’ve fired it up yet. So your radio operators will be listening and if it comes on line they’ll try to copy 
any intelligence they can get. We’re pretty sure it’s a ground control radar guidance system for aircraft that’s 
similar to Invert GCI here at NKP.

“Any questions?” he finished his presentation. 
“Yeah,” Eddie was first. “My map doesn’t even go that far north. How do I know how to stay away from 

the mystery road and the fifteen mile buffer from China?”
“I have two new maps here, one for you and one for your navigator. They have the road and the Chinese 

buffer marked on them.” Eddie was satisfied and he had confidence in Stu. 
“What about dop set points?” Stu asked. 
“There’s nothing up there that’s been surveyed. Get your last position update when you cross over 

the PDJ and you’ll just have to eyeball it from river bends on your map and with the TACAN from 
the Alternate. You’ll be able, at higher altitudes, to still receive TACAN channel ninety-eight from the 
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southern edge of your holding orbit. That’ll be close enough for our customer’s purposes cause they 
already have photos of the road.” 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

The three of them talked things over while checking out their M-16 and an ammo box. It was standard 
air force protocol for the aircraft commander to brief his entire crew before ever going out on a mission. But 
in the EC-47s, there were basically two crews: the drivers up front, called the pilots, who just fly around as 
directed by the Spooks, and the Spooks with their mission objectives and their plans on executing them. The 
spooks’ activities were all kept secret from the airplane drivers. So an aircraft commander can’t brief a mission 
that is kept secret from him. Normally the EC-47 crews just rode the van out to the airplane, each pre-flighted 
their own equipment, then the pilots started their engines and flew. This day, because the uncertainly about 
their mission, Eddie assembled both crews, front and back, outside their aircraft and everyone checked their 
survival equipment and the parachutes for current inspection dates. Eddie noticed that most of the hand picked 
radio operators were older and instructors. They were flying number 304; the Lady’s nose art had been touched 
up and looked gorgeous.

“If things go as planed, this should be an easy tour of the north forty,” Eddie briefed, wondering which 
of his radio operators were the linguists and what languages they spoke fluently. Chances were good that at 
least several of them spoke Chinese. He also wondered what they knew that he didn’t know. There were five 
operators, four had seats at their respective stations and the fifth would strap into a rear fold-out seat for take-
off and landing and spend the rest of the flight walking back and forth along the catwalk (aisle). The mobile 
operator could monitor and work with the various seated operators. The aircraft had two headsets with long 
trailing cords for such use.   

  It was a beautiful afternoon to fly and the operators chatted a lot over their interphone. By the time 
Towhead Three Three departed the Plain of Jars on a northerly heading they had eight radio intercepts recorded 
and tucked away. As they flew north over territory Eddie and Andy had never seen, everyone was enthralled. 
The smoke from the burning rice straw to their south thinned out then disappeared. Their view of the jungle was 
excellent but Andy wasn’t impressed. He said there was nothing out there. Eddie thought it was fascinating. 
For him the act of flying off to pristine nowhere was definitely a soul cleansing experience. Two of the radio 
operators had their parachutes on and were standing in the back peering out the open doorway. It was against 
regulation for anyone to go back near the open door space without a parachute. It was one rule that everyone 
in the EC-47s followed. 

The mountains rolled by underneath them, gentle in shape, again like the Smokies in North Carolina. 
There was very little karst compared to the southern parts of Laos. Every once in a while, however, a steep 
mountainside would reveal some water eroded limestone and give away its subterranean structure. The jungle 
was continuous. There was no sign of any roads and in the middle of the day there were no cooking fires giving 
away the presence of mountain tribes. It was exciting for Eddie to imagine them down there, listening to the 
strange sound in the sky, far above the overhead jungle canopy. Certainly they still lived in the Stone Age 
and only saw an aircraft every couple of years. Did they wonder what that strange bird in the sky was? There 
was no reason for anyone to ever fly over that remote forgotten corner of the globe. There weren’t even any 
stratospheric airline routes over this unspoiled paradise. The operators were horsing around in the back end. 
Other than a little Morse code that had skipped from across several hundreds of miles, the airways were silent. 
The mountains were not nearly as tall as those they had crossed around the Plain of Jars so Eddie descended to 
8,000 feet for their enroute segment. No reason to get them hypoxic until it was time to go to work. He would 
climb as necessary to get a line of sight for listening in on the Chinese road’s radio traffic; but enroute 8000 
feet was just fine. 

Eddie and Andy nibbled on their crew lunch, then threw their orange peels and banana peelings out 
the side windows. Eddie wondered, “Coming from the sky, wouldn’t that give the natives something to 
think about? The natives would at least know what the strange birds ate; oranges and bananas.” Stu finally 
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announced they were approaching their work area and gave Andy a new heading. Andy was flying from 
the left seat and Eddie was still sightseeing out the co-pilots side window. Andy turned to the new heading 
and initiated the climb up to 12,000 feet. Only fifteen miles to the west, the Chinese Army was protecting 
their road as tens of thousands of hand laborers were hacking away at the jungle and improving a road with 
shovels and buckets. Protecting the road from what? It was a roadway to where and why? Were they really 
planning on invading Thailand?   

They trolled north and south, a very skinny oblong orbit with fifty nautical mile legs. Each orbit took a 
little over an hour to complete. There was absolutely no sign of civilization anywhere. After the first orbit 
the effects of the total lack of human activity and the endless jungle caused Eddie’s mind to wander. What if 
there really existed such a thing as time warps? Why did he always wonder about time warps? Did this have 
anything to do with the Lady? This ancient cockpit out there in the middle of nowhere would be the perfect 
medium to attract such a phenomenon. What would it be like to disappear from this world and emerge and 
find themselves in a different world or a different time? Would there be anyplace to land? Would there even 
be people or would it be a land filled with dinosaurs? Or maybe it would be another planet with no life except 
lichens and rock looking creatures that dissolved each other with acid and then digested the soup like a fly. 
Or would he suddenly chance onto Atlantis, a civilization so far advanced from Eddie’s world that his EC-47 
would be a primitive aircraft. Who knew what remains or extinct creatures existed in the remote unexplored 
jungle they were flying over? 

When they reached the northern end of their last orbit and turned south, Eddie called on the operator’s 
interphone and asked if they were getting any good copy. The sun was getting lower in the west and the 
mountains below cast broad shadows on their eastern sides. The fuel gauges indicated it was time to head home 
and in another couple of hours it would get dark. It was almost two and a half hours to NKP from the north end 
of their orbit. Compared to the temperate climates, there was very little dusk in the tropics and the sun would 
set, then it would be dark.

“Yeah, we got some stuff that’s actually quite interesting,” the unseen operator on the other end of the 
interphone replied. “There’s a lot of traffic between field radios, mostly logistical stuff but probably of interest 
to some intelligence guys. They can come up with amazing stories from forensic bits of radio intercepts.”

They continued their way south and departed their orbit area. Stu gave them a heading direct for Nakhon 
Phanom, a heading plotted from their position derived from channel 98. 

The EC-47 pilots had an additional procedure they performed anytime they were flying a Q model aircraft, 
the ones with the larger non-standard engines. Back in the States, when they made the modification and added 
the larger engines, they were in a hurry and didn’t check the modification out well enough. The engines ran 
just fine for the test pilots who flew around at normal cruise power settings. The crews in Asia, however, flew 
around slowly and at minimum power settings to save as much gas as possible. They weren’t interested in 
going somewhere but just loitering and providing an airborne platform. At these minimum power settings the 
R-2000 engine spark plugs would foul, regardless of how carefully they leaned the engines. A fouled plug is a 
spark plug that has accumulated fuel residue and carbon. With time the accumulation of residue will grow and 
eventually prevent the spark plug from functioning. As the plugs on the engine foul, the engine will develop 
a sputter and as it grows worse the engine will quit. This can become rather disconcerting while flying over 
enemy held territory, hours from home. 

The crews tried all types of procedures, but despite their best efforts, the plugs still fouled. Eventually 
one of the older pilots, flying Q models out of Pleiku, came up with an “in the field fix.” Every half hour, 
the pilots would lean out the fuel mixture until the engine cylinders and associated spark plugs reached their 
peak (hottest) temperature. Then the pilots would go to a full rich fuel mixture. The excessive amount of fuel 
in the full rich mixture would flood the overheated cylinders and would abruptly cool the spark plugs. The 
temperature shock would cause the fouling to ablate free from the plugs, and voila, the pilots would have clean 
plugs functioning at full efficiency. Sometimes they had to do it several times before their engines would run 
smoothly. Eddie busied himself with the task of cleaning the right engine’s plugs.
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* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

The two Mikoyan Gurevich MIG 21 Fishbed fighter aircraft slipped over the ridge of mountains that 
separated North Vietnam from Laos and headed west into Laos. They were headed toward the vast expanse 
of roadless jungle that stretched hundreds of miles north from the Laotian Plain of Jars and all the way north 
to the Chinese border. The sun reflected brightly off the polished aluminum of their supersonic fighter planes. 
The bright red star on their tails proudly displayed the pride and dedication of the two Russian trained North 
Vietnamese pilots.

“Test Flight Two, radio check,” the lead pilot called in the blind. He knew there may be Americans listening 
on their radio frequencies so he used an ambiguous call sign: “Test Flight Two.” He didn’t want to give any 
indication that he was a threat to any Americans. The Americans would find out soon enough about the new 
North Vietnamese radar facility that was focused into Laos and designed for guiding North Vietnamese fighters 
in combat against the American Air Force. Their North Vietnamese foray into Laos and the shoot down of an 
American aircraft, guided with their new ground control intercept (GCI) radar, was to be a total surprise to the 
Americans. It would open a whole new dimension to the conflict. 

The operators in the North Vietnam ground control intercept radar facility had been waiting for a week 
for this opportunity. Tucked away in a limestone niche, carved just below the peak of a mountain, eight miles 
inside the North Vietnamese border, they could see with their radar well into the Laotian Plain of Jars and its 
surrounding areas. They could also see far north into Laos where Towhead Three Three had been lazily flying 
a fifty mile orbit. What they really wanted was a highly publicized daytime kill of an American aircraft, deep 
into Laotian territory, by their own MIG fighters. For this demonstration, the American aircraft with a call sign 
of Towhead Three Three would be just fine. Any American aircraft shot down by a North Vietnamese MIG in 
Laos would make the headlines and add the new dimension to the war.  It was the safe, easy kill they had been 
waiting for. They had no idea that the American aircraft was an EC-47 reconnaissance aircraft flying under the 
direction of the CIA. If it was shot down there would be no media coverage and total denial of the incident.  

“Test Flight Two, I have radar lock on, climb to twenty-two thousand feet and fly heading two seven zero 
degrees. I have your traffic one hundred four miles . . . negative hostiles in the area.” The North Vietnamese 
controller limited the text and transmission time of his radio call. He didn’t want the American military, further 
south in the Plain of Jars, from getting a position bearing on his radio broadcast. He didn’t want to give away 
his radar site’s position. He assumed the presence of the two North Vietnamese fighter aircraft would be 
compromised when they shot down the single American aircraft. He was puzzled why the American aircraft 
had strayed way north from protective air cover. After the shoot down, the MIGs would be on their way back 
across their border into their homeland. It would be too late for the Americans to react to the situation 

The North Vietnamese radar controller had no idea that an American photo reconnaissance RF-4 jet aircraft 
had discovered and had been monitoring the construction of their radar site for the last month. Unfortunately 
for Eddie’s EC-47 crew, the American President Nixon was helping the Peoples Republic of North Vietnam by 
prohibiting the American bombers from bombing any of the North Vietnamese radar sites. It was a mystery to 
the North Vietnamese why the Americans would impose self inflected restrictions on their own military, but 
the Americans ineptness was just fine with the North Vietnamese patriots. 

The word at the bars scattered throughout South East Asia, the bars that American fighter pilots hung 
out at, was that the President didn’t want to kill any of the Russian technicians that were helping the North 
Vietnamese build and operate their radar network. President Nixon feared that it would “anger” the Russian 
Government and “expand the conflict.” 

The American President had also just initiated a total bombing halt in all of North Vietnam. Included 
in the restrictions was a clause that stated, “No American aircraft will cross the border into North Vietnam 
in hot pursuit (of enemy fighters).” Go Figure! This would be a turkey shoot for the MIGs. They would 
smoke (shoot down) the slow moving American aircraft and hustle back across the border and into North 
Vietnamese sanctuary. 
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* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

In the cockpit of Towhead Three Three, the radio came to life, “Towhead Three Three, this is Invert on 
guard. I have two bandits exiting the fishmouth, position channel ninety-eight bearing zero eight zero at one 
zero five miles DME. Tracking a two seven zero course. Towhead Three Three, if you read me it looks like 
there’re fast movers coming hell bent to get you. You’re the only aircraft we know of in that area. I’d suggest 
you get the hell out of there.”

Eddie was shocked! They had checked in with Invert just after taking off from Nakhon Phanom. He knew 
that while they were crossing over the Plain of Jars in Laos, the American “Invert” radar had silently monitored 
their flight path. Their mission, however, required them to fly way north and they could only be tracked by 
Invert radar if they flew very high and were at the south end of their work orbit. Unpressurized and without 
supplemental oxygen on board, they were unable to sustain flight higher than 12,000 feet. What Eddie didn’t 
know was that Invert was not seeing him on their radar, but had locked on to the higher MIG fighters as they 
crossed over the dividing mountain ridge. The Invert operator knew Towhead Three Three was somewhere 
up there and he was broadcasting a warning to the Towhead in the blind––just in case the Towhead could hear 
him. If Eddie had been any less than 12,000 feet high, he and his seven crew members wouldn’t have been able 
to hear the radio warning.

Eddie, in disbelief, sat there stunned for a moment. “Bandits” was the code word for unknown aircraft 
of suspected enemy origin, like enemy MIG fighters. The fishmouth was a portion of the North Vietnamese 
border that had a fishmouth shape to it on the map.  It couldn’t be happening to him! With all the antennas his 
highly modified World War II C-47 cargo aircraft had, the wind drag was significant. The fastest they could fly 
in level flight was 120 knots, which would convert to 138 miles per hour. The MIGs, as they probably were, 
would be coming at a minimum of 600 knots. To get the hell out of there was not an available option. There 
were no American fighters in the vicinity where they were; probably the nearest were several hundred miles 
south along the Ho Chi Minh Trail. 

The North Vietnamese had received a radio report from their agents across the river from Nakhon Phanom 
about Eddie’s brief radio conversation with Invert after the Towhead EC-47 took off from Nakon Phanom. They 
knew that the aircraft was American. They picked it up and quietly tracked it on their new radar for over five 
hours. The EC-47 had no radar sensing equipment on board so they were unaware they were being watched. 
The North Vietnamese had plenty time to set the operation up and coordinate it with their headquarters in 
Hanoi. The Towhead aircraft was, as far as the PAVN radar was concerned, theirs for the taking.

“Towhead Three Three, this is Invert, I estimate eight minutes until the bandits are in your area. We 
scrambled F-4 fighters out of Udorn and they’re coming petal to the metal. Their ETA to your area is sixteen 
minutes. Do you copy?”

“I copy,” Eddie replied, not knowing if Invert could hear him or not. As if there was anything Eddie could 
do about it. He checked his watch so he would know exactly when the bandits would arrive in his area. The 
bandits, if they were really MIGs, would have six minutes to shoot him down and a two minute head start back 
to their border and safety. That would be a piece of cake for the highly maneuverable MIGs. 

Without fighter cover he and his crew were in a dangerous, almost hopeless position. As transport pilots, 
neither Eddie nor his co-pilot had any air to air combat tactics training. Even if he had been trained in air 
combat maneuvers, it wouldn’t have improved his situation. The slow and low EC-47, with its World War II 
heritage, and Eddie, were both out of their league.

“What the hell am I doing here?” Eddie thought to himself. “It wasn’t supposed to be like this!” He looked 
at the thick jungle below. “Would he, his aircraft, and his crew spend eternity together down there scattered 
among the endless jungle! The pilot’s cliché was “bend over and kiss your ass goodbye.” There wasn’t any 
room to do that in the tiny cockpit but Eddie closed his eyes and tilted his head back. He needed a reality check.

After a pause, Eddie got around to replying to Invert’s warning, “Towhead Three Three copies.” 
“Invert, this is Cricket, I copied you also.” Cricket was the American airborne C-130 control center that 
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was orbiting south of the Plain of Jars, along side the Ho Chi Minh Trail. “I’ve diverted my KC-135 aerial 
tanker from its orbit and it should be setting up its new orbit to refuel the F-4s in twenty minutes. They’ll need 
a refueling by time they finish with the MIGs. You should be able to see the tanker going north on your radar 
screen.”

“Got him,” Invert replied. “I’ll follow him and put him in position as soon as we get organized down here. 
Got any other fast movers we can use?”

“Unfortunately all my fast movers are south of here. I got another pair of F-4s headed that way and a pair 
of navy A-7s who want a piece of the action. They should be there in twenty minutes—after the Udorn  F-4s 
get to your Towhead aircraft.”

Then as an afterthought he radioed, “Just in case it’s a trap, I suggest you see if Udorn can get more fast 
movers in the area.”

“Wilco, we’re working on it.”
The cockpit was silent. Eddie could hear the Security Service radio operators in the rear. Without orders 

from the cockpit, they were in their destruct drill. They were destroying classified papers and equipment as 
fast as they could. The open rear door and the vast jungle below served as a good hiding place for hardware. 
They were stuffing the classified paperwork, printed on water soluble paper, into water cans and making a thick 
creamy soup. 

Eddie sat with both hands on the yoke and looked out at an old patch on the Lady’s right wing. This bird 
had a history of some kind. He wondered if she had ever been in a pickle like this before.  

Pilots talk to their aircraft all the time when they fly, but they never expect their aircraft to talk back. That 
would be loony, but on that day it was as if the Lady spoke to him. On that day, together, they weren’t about 
to lay down for a couple of loud stinky jets. The message was very clear! “I got it. Here’s what we gotta do,” 
Eddie explained his plan over the pilot’s interphone.

Staring at the patch on the Lady’s right wing, a memento from some previous war, it was as if the Lady 
reminded Eddie of a conversation he overheard at the Clark Officers Club. It was a conversation between two 
A-1 fighter pilots. A-1s were not known for their speed either, but they were a lot faster than a Gooney Bird and 
very maneuverable and had guns to shoot back with. Those A-1 pilots, ex-jet fighter pilots with backgrounds 
and training in air combat maneuvers, agreed the best tactic was to keep the enemy fighters in front of them so 
they could close on them faster. Thus they would lessen the time for the hostile fighter to maneuver and align 
his sights on them. Also they would be able to see the enemy so they could dodge and jink from gunfire and 
missiles. Their conversation was centered on getting into position to fire their own array of guns at the passing, 
faster jet. Eddie’s intent was to deny the MIGs an easy target until the American F-4 jet fighters arrived on the 
scene. 

While Eddie was looking at the patch and putting together his next move, Andy also broke into his thoughts 
with an outstanding contribution. This contribution came from his supposedly not give a shit, Zoomie student. 
“If we stay up here at this altitude we’re sitting ducks. With this camouflage paint job wouldn’t we be harder 
to spot if we were flying down low on the deck?”

“Good idea!” Eddie complimented Andy over the interphone for all to hear. “I got the airplane.” Eddie 
rolled the aircraft into a left turn toward the approaching Bandits while slowly pulling the throttles back to idle 
power. They had just a few minutes to get into position. He then nudged the nose over into a steep accelerating 
dive. On their way down he consolidated the A-1 pilot’s ideas and Andy’s suggestions and completed his plan. 
It was a perfect example of the synergy he had been preaching at the last flight safety meeting. 

They were angling toward the MIGs which were coming from the east. He rolled out from the turn and 
handed control of the aircraft over to Andy, “You got it. Drop down on the deck and head for that shadow along 
the edge of that high ridge angling southeast in front of us. Look for the MIGs a little to our left, coming from 
the east and into the sun. Our shadow moving over the tree tops in the sun at low level would still give us away, 
big time. But if we fly in that shadow alongside that ridge, we won’t cast a shadow, should blend in with the 
dark jungle, and should be able to see the Bandits as they approach us.” 
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Their number two engine had picked an inopportune time to start sputtering from fouled spark plugs 
and Eddie needed to attend to the sick engine. Eddie momentary ignored the sick engine and continued, “If 
they don’t see us on their first pass at least it’ll  buy us a few more minutes. Fighter pilots like to come in 
high, that’s their instinctive thing to do, hit the enemy from above. If they pass overhead going west, looking 
into the low angle sun, they hopefully won’t see us down there in that shadow. They’ll use up more time 
turning around. When they turn back to the east, we’ll be out of sight from them, hiding behind the ridge.   
I just hope they don’t split up. It’ll double their chances of finding us. Every second we buy gets those F-4s 
closer.” 

Everyone was functioning as if part of a well oiled machine, a well disciplined professional team. Andy 
held the aircraft in the steep descent and headed toward the shadow from the ridge. As he approached the tree 
tops he rolled out wings level and flew fifty feet above the treetops as he slipped over into the dimly lit mountain 
shadow. Eddie leaned out the sputtering number two engine and agonized as the cylinder head temperature 
gauge failed to advance toward the red limit line. At idle power and with their fast descent speed, the cylinder 
temperature just didn’t want to increase. It actually dropped lower. The operators in the back went about their 
destruct drill, pausing only to recheck that their parachute harnesses were tight and ready to function.

His radio operator, the Vietnamese linguist, was glued to his headset as he desperately tried to locate the 
communication frequency the enemy radar and its two MIG pilots were using. Stu was plotting his computer’s 
position on his chart, checking for mountains, and monitoring the destruct drill as well as Invert on the radio 
and Eddie and Andy in the cockpit.

The two American F-4 pilots pulled their engines out of fuel inefficient afterburner when they went 
through 600 knots. They needed to have enough fuel to engage the MIGs and hook onto the KC-135 airborne 
gas station. They rechecked their fire control systems and double checked every gauge in their cockpit. This 
was the stuff that fighter pilots dream of, a crack at some MIGs.

On the other side of the encounter, the North Vietnamese ground radar operator adjusted the gain and 
tilt on his radar in an unsuccessful attempt to repaint the American spy plane’s position. The low flying 
spy plane was too well hidden in the radar’s ground clutter and impossible to see. If it were a decade later, 
there would be Doppler technology for his radar that would easily distinguish the moving aircraft from the 
stationary ground returns. But Doppler radar was not to be had that day with his old technology Russian 
radar. The EC-47s used doppler technology for their navigation in the rear of the aircraft, but that was top 
secret American technology.

 The MIG pilots were busily scanning the airspace and dark jungle below as they slowed to a leisurely 
350 knot cruise and prepared to roll over and go down for the kill of the slower aircraft. Their radar also 
painted nothing but ground clutter below. They also needed but didn’t have the technology of down-looking 
Doppler radar. They needed a quick kill and to sprint back to their homeland before the Yankee imperialists 
could get their own fighters into the area. But try as they did, they could not make out the camouflaged 
Gooney Bird that was hiding on the deck in a shadow. The sun was shining into their eyes and was giving 
them fits.

The stealthy EC-47s airspeed was indicating 165 after their screaming dive to the deck and their multitude 
of antennas were whistling like a pine forest in a wind storm. 

 “Watch out for a mountain in front and to your right,” Stu hollered over the pilot’s interphone. “This map 
shows a long ridge ahead and to our right.”

“We got it in sight,” Andy reassured the navigator. “I almost got my right wingtip sticking in it. There’s no 
way they’re gonna get directly behind us.” 

“Brilliant,” Eddie hollered without using the interphone.
Eddie very slowly advanced both engines’ propellers and throttles to maximum continuous power. He 

needed to shock cool his number two engine’s spark plugs but first he needed to slowly re-warm the engines 
from their idle power dive so as to not shock warm his cylinder heads and crack them. 

He wanted to hang onto as much of their speed as he could but at level flight the airspeed was still slowing 
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from all of the antennae drag. Hopefully the MIGs wouldn’t see them down on the deck, but if they did it 
would only take the MIGs a quick maneuver to descend and bring the vulnerable old Gooney Bird into their 
gun sights. If that happened, Eddie wanted enough speed to zoom up to at least 700 feet above the jungle. He 
wanted to bail his crew out just high enough that they would have time for their parachutes to open and give 
them several swings before they plunged into the jungle. 

Eddie’s one uncle, in World War II, had bailed out of a bomber at much higher altitude. It gave the German 
fighter time to strafe him as he dangled helplessly under his descending parachute. It would be much better for 
Eddie to bail his crew out low over the remote jungle, where there was no chance to get strafed while dangling 
in their parachutes. With no enemy on the ground, each had a survival radio and could talk to the rescue 
helicopter that would arrive. Probably not before darkness, they would for sure be there at daybreak the next 
morning. To stay with the aircraft meant they would surely die from the MIGs.  

The right engine continued popping and sputtering. “Damn, not now,” Andy swore to no one in particular. 
“We need to defoul number two’s plugs.”

“You fly the aircraft and look for the bandits and I’ll take care of number two,” Eddie instructed. “Number 
one sounds okay at this high power setting and should remain clean enough to keep running.”

“You be the boss,” Andy replied and concentrated on keeping his right wingtip out of the shear rock wall. 
With both engines safely warmed up, throttles full forward, and the number two engine leaned way out, the 
number two’s cylinder head temperature continued to rise.  

“I found his frequency! I got the radar controllers frequency that’s talking to the MIG.” The voice came 
from the rear. It was the operator who was fluent in Vietnamese. “The MIG pilots keep telling their controller 
that they can’t see us and are bitchin about the sun in their eyes. The controller keeps telling them that we 
disappeared in his radar ground clutter straight off their nose.”

“Keep me informed,” Andy hollered back.  
“Stu, are you still on?” Eddie called as he monitored the rising temperature gauge.
“Right here,” Stu came back on the pilot interphone. “The Ros have a destruct drill going on back here 

and I checked that everyone has their parachute on. If they see us and make a gunnery pass we’re dead meat 
if we don’t jump.” 

“Good old Stu,” Eddie muttered. “He’s on top of things back there. At a time like this it’s great having 
competent help.” 

Then it happened all at once. 
“Got em,” Andy hollered. “Around twenty thousand feet, they’re slightly to our left and high, gonna pass 

right over the top of us. You wanna make a tight left one eighty degree turn, then tuck back against the ridgeline 
again?” Andy questioned. 

“Take the turn as soon as they pass over the top of us,” Eddie agreed. “They can’t look down and behind 
their aircraft. Make it a tight turn and get us back in the shadow again and we’ll watch them from their behind.” 
He looked out his side window at the limestone cliff and the jungle floor below, “Make that a left turn away 
from the cliff and keep our left wing tip out of those tree tops. I’m getting too old to do cartwheels.”  

“Sir, the North Vietnamese radar controller just told the MIGs to descend down to low altitude and to turn 
around and make a slow pass back over our area.” Eddie clinched his teeth when he heard the linguist’s bad 
news. 

“God-damnit,” Eddie answered. At low altitude the MIGs would sooner or later see them and their jig 
would be up. Eddie had a quick vision of all the scrapped aircraft at the bone yard at Davis Monthan Air Base 
near Tucson, Arizona. His T-38 instructor told him that, “In the end they would just cut em up anyway so never 
hesitate to bail out.” Eddie planned on saving the crew and letting the MIGs use the empty Lady for target 
practice.

   With the power advanced and the mixture leaned far back, Eddie’s number two engine cylinder temperature 
was just tapping the red line so he shoved his number two mixture forward into the full rich setting. The blast 
of wet rich fuel shock cooled the engine spark plugs and the buildup of fouling debris ablated (broke free) 
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and exited out the exhaust ports. The engine instantly smoothed out and purred like a kitten. He returned the 
mixture lever to the auto-mixture detent.

 The American F-4s’ radars locked onto the distant MIGs, both two-man crews’ heartbeats increased, and 
their adrenalin flowed. The intercept officers in the F-4s’ rear seats began to calculate intercept angles and 
rechecked their fuel gauges. Their afterburner departure and climb from Udorn had used up a large amount of 
precious fuel.

Eddie knew he was gambling against a stacked deck. Who were they kidding? Once those MIGs got sight of 
them it would be less than a minute and the Lady would be a ball of flame. There was no escape from the enemy 
fighters. “Stu, get the guys back there ready to jump. If they see us I’m gonna zoom for altitude and I want all of 
you to go on my order in a close interval. There’re no gomers down there and best you stay together.” 

Eddie and Andy were wearing their parachute harness only and once out of their seats they could snap their 
chest pack onto their harness and be instantly ready to go out the door. But it was a long way to the back door. 
“If we gotta jump, you go when I call it. I’ll hold the airplane and trim it level until the guys in the back are 
gone, then I’ll be right behind you.”

“Ya sure?” Andy asked.
“Yeah,” Eddie reassured him. “If you don’t run fast enough down the aisle, I’ll catch you from the rear and 

they’ll find your body with my footprints up and over your back.” The remark had a lot of truth to it. 
As Andy rolled out from the course reversal, Eddie tried to call Invert but it was only a futile and desperate 

effort. They were way too low for any radar or radio reception from that far away.
The NVA radar controller spotted the American F-4s on his radar, still many miles away but closing at a 

remarkably high rate of speed. They were closing straight for his MIGs. He had known they would show up 
sooner or later but it was much sooner than he had expected. There wasn’t time to hunt for Towhead Three 
Three and complete the mission. To save his aircraft, the young North Vietnamese ground radar operator would 
have to abort the mission. They couldn’t afford the negative media coverage if two of their prize MIGs were 
shot down over Laos. Their two MIGs were worth far more than the single slow moving American aircraft, 
whatever it was. He reluctantly keyed his transmitter and ordered, “Test Flight Two, break it off, and return at 
maximum speed to our border heading zero eight zero. I have two fighters coming from the direction of Udorn 
Air Base. If you hurry, you can beat them to our border.”

 “Sir,” it was the Vietnamese linguist again. “The radar controller just told the MIGs to break it off and race 
back across their border.” Over the R-2000 engines’ noise Eddie could hear a cheer go up in the rear. 

For the second time in as many minutes, Eddie talked to his airplane and praised its performance. To his 
left, one lieutenant Air Force Academy graduate was crossing himself. Eddie and Andy looked up and two tiny 
specks were turning east, toward the North Vietnamese border, their thick black exhausts indicating they had 
also put the petal to the metal. The MIG pilots knew if they beat the F-4s to the border the Americans would 
have to break off their chase. It was a court marshal offence if the American F-4s violated their President’s 
bombing halt orders and ventured into the enemy’s homeland.  

The adrenalin laced F-4 pilots would refuel from the tanker, limp back to Udorn, disappointed they couldn’t 
complete their kill. They didn’t know they weren’t supposed to win, just apply pressure. It was the theory of 
gradualism.  

The operators in the back of the Gooney Bird were patting each other on their backs with joy and they 
almost beat each other to death. 

Andy set the two engines at climb power, synchronized the two props to a smooth drone, and without a 
spoken word raised the nose and started climbing away from the treetops. Eddie wasn’t aware that he thanked 
his engines out loud but Andy heard him and agreed. He would give number one engine a defoul treatment, just 
to be sure, when they reached a safe altitude. Gotta love and take care of one’s engines.

With the sky safe again, at least from MIGs, Eddie looked over at his student and nodded in a southwestern 
direction. “Take us home. We’ve had about enough fun for the day.” Then Eddie smiled at himself. He had 
borrowed a phrase from Major Baxter and his C-124 days. 
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It would be a stretch of the truth to call their mission even a partial success. They had only the operator’s 
memories to debrief the intelligence people. All the paperwork, along with the more sensitive equipment, had 
been thrown out the door or dissolved in their two water cans. Maybe they should be satisfied with the fact that 
they were all alive and the plane was safe. But surely someone on the ground would question their actions and 
criticize their destruct drill. Who would be responsible for all that stuff they destroyed and the stuff they threw 
out the doors? Eddie was in charge and would surely catch hell.

On the way back to NKP, Eddie experienced some adrenalin shake. He had, after past experiences, maybe 
been hardened or desensitized but he still shook a little. Maybe he was still in disbelief? He did note that his 
student aircraft commander kept both hands on the yoke in an attempt to hide the shakes. Eddie did, however, 
feel numb as he attempted to recollect and organize all the facts about what they had just experienced. After 
debriefing intelligence on what happened, certainly he would be asked to write a detailed report on the MIG 
incident, the failure of the mission, and the loss of classified papers and equipment. It bothered Eddie that he 
had a tough time believing his recollections. Had such a thing just actually happen to them? Less than ten 
minutes after it was over, his mind was numb and he was questioning his own memory. 

Andy set cruise power as they leveled off at 12,000 feet and Stu gave them a course to steer that would take 
them straight to the barn (NKP). Eddie looked over at the young lieutenant as he expertly trimmed the aircraft 
and coordinated requests about housekeeping from the guys in the back. He was a picture of confidence and 
competence after performing wonderfully during an unexpected crisis.

It was just as Eddie always thought, each student was unique and each needed a customized prescription to 
break through their shell and take command. Some needed the proverbial hit in the head with a two by four to 
get their attention. The MIGs certainly popped Andy out of his self induced doldrums. Eddie would brief the 
operations officer that Andy performed exceptionally well under stressful conditions and was ready for the left 
seat. Eddie would fill out the paperwork necessary to indicate that their mission had been scheduled as a check 
ride and he would check all the required boxes to show that the student had passed. On Andy’s next flight he 
would join the ranks of the United States Air Force aircraft commanders.  

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

A jovial crew bounded out of the Lady after Andy taxied onto the Towhead ramp, spun a crisp 180 degree 
turn onto their designated parking spot, and then chopped the engines. The sun was just setting and the tropical 
sky was red from the lingering smoke at the end of the rice burning season. 

The two pilots and Stu strutted proudly into the intelligence de-briefing room. It was so rare that they ever 
had anything of value to pass on to their de-briefer. The good stuff was always from the radio operators, who 
debriefed separately and extensively at a separate room in the mysterious Task Force Alpha building.

Eddie let Stu and Andy tell the story and he only piped up whenever he felt something needed to be 
clarified. Stu and Andy had performed brilliantly under duress and deserved their fifteen minutes of fame. 
When they finished, the de-briefing officer stood looking at them as if he disapproved, then he spoke. “It didn’t 
happen. Let’s just say that you misinterpreted what you think you heard on the air, but it didn’t happen.”

“Bullshit,” Eddie exploded. “You weren’t there, we saw the MIGs. Ask Invert, they’re right here on the 
base, and ask Cricket, they heard the whole thing. Ask my ROs. How can you stand there and tell us it didn’t 
happen?”

“We were notified as soon as it happened,” the Intel guy explained. “I’ve been on the secure line with 
all those agencies and everything has been edited and deleted. I personally called the little airman at your 
detachment and had him erase all evidence that you flew today. The mission was classified, the fact that you 
were up there in the first place was classified, and the whole affair is classified. It didn’t happen. If you leak 
any of this to anyone, and I mean anyone, your room-mates here at NKP, your wives, rest assured that you will 
rot in a jail cell—do you have any questions?”  

Their customer, the civilian agency that nobody was allowed to say its name or its initials, swung a 
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powerful sledgehammer. They could make something disappear at the snap of a finger. They just erased their 
mission and they could just as easily erase the crewmembers. None of the crew on Towhead Three Three 
wanted to disappear, so they fumed in silence instead. They all fumed except Eddie. He was smiling to himself 
because he realized if the mission hadn’t happened, then he couldn’t be held responsible for the failed mission 
and the destroyed paperwork and equipment! If it didn’t happen and the whole thing was just a figment of their 
imagination, then that must be why the ROs attended their briefing with no paperwork to turn in. What goes 
around comes around. They couldn’t ask him to write a report for something that didn’t happen. On the other 
hand, there were probably lots of monkeys in that jungle and they were sitting and examining some strange 
stuff from the sky.

Eddie did, however, fill out the paperwork for Andy’s upgrade as aircraft commander. No one ever noticed 
that the paperwork was for a previous flight, different aircraft number, and two days before they ventured 
together north to the Chinese Road. Eddie couldn’t sign Andy off for a mission that didn’t happen. That would 
be cheating!

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Eddie stumbled into his room and flopped spread eagle on his cot. He was pooped.  
Arnold was curled up on the sofa, reading a book. He eventually looked up and casually asked, “Tough 

day?”
“Not really,” Eddie casually replied. “Just the normal stuff. I flew all the way north till I came to the 

Chinese border, escaped from two MIGs that the bad guys sent to shoot us down, and my crew trashed the 
back end of my airplane. I haven’t had a chance to look yet, but I think I may have shit in my pants—it was 
boring!” Eddie stripped to his shorts, wrapped a clean towel around his waist, and grabbed his dop kit and a 
tube of anti-fungal cream. “It won’t be long now before I either get killed or get to go home. The only thing 
interesting is which will happen first.”

Arnold took another look at his obviously lying room-mate. “Boy, you’re really no fun when you’re on the 
rag. Maybe you need to catch the Baht bus to town and have your fat masseuse jerk you off.”

Eddie didn’t respond as he left the room. All he really wanted was a shower and a half dozen hits of 
Glenlivet.  

Although none of Eddie’s crew members ever said anything, at least not to his knowledge, within a week 
everyone on the base was whispering the story about Nuts and his crew. There were endless variations to the 
story and Eddie grew weary of denying it. The story changed considerably before it finally got to Major Collins 
and he fumed at the idea that Eddie would invent such a lie. There was no paperwork to prove the mission had 
ever been flown and paperwork was the thing that Major Collins cherished and respected most. 
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CHAPTER TWENTY-ONE: 
A CHRISTMAS STORY

Eddie’s radio operators seemed in a bad mood as the van transported his crew to their aircraft for a 
scheduled flight alongside the Ho Chi Minh Trail. He and his co-pilot carried their flight bags and 
lunches to the cockpit. While his co-pilot performed the house keeping chores, Eddie exited the aircraft 

and did the pre-flight walk-around. He inspected and searched for anything out of order. The operators were 
clustered away from the aircraft while several of them were having their last smoke before the flight. Smoking 
wasn’t allowed in their EC-47s and Eddie was free from the suffering he withstood in the C-124.

When finished, Eddie strolled over to join the radio operators and asked, “You guys look like you wanna 
kick the shit out of someone. Did I do something I’m not aware of—you know everything gets blamed on me 
around here. Whether I did it or not.”

“It’s not you Boss,” the master sergeant in charge of the Security Service radio operators answered as he 
looked down at the ramp. “We got a big shit list but you’re not on it.”

“Tell him what happened,” the tech sergeant with glasses and shiny boots addressed their group leader. 
“He’s one of us and he’ll probably hear about it sooner or later anyway.”

“Long as it doesn’t affect our mission I don’t wanna know anything I don’t need to know,” Eddie replied. 
“But if it affects your morale then it affects our mission. You guys look like you got mutiny on your minds.”

“It’s about some of the messages we been intercepting the last couple of months,” the master sergeant 
decided to finally trust their classified issue with Eddie. “We got decoders on board our aircraft to decode 
encrypted Morse code messages in flight—messages the gomers are sending back and forth on their HF radios. 
It’s old Russian equipment that we broke the code on a long time ago. When the ‘Ruskies’ upgraded their 
equipment they gave the old stuff to the North Vietnamese. Between us guys here at NKP, over the last two or 
three months, we been intercepting messages from Saigon to Hanoi about our special forces teams. They’re 
disclosing information about our helicopter drop-offs along the Ho Chi Minh Trail. They tell the date, time, 
purpose of the mission, and total number of soldiers in the team. Also, the names and rank of all the Americans. 
And the exact coordinates of the helicopter drop-off. They even tell the date, time and location of the scheduled 
extraction when the mission is completed.”

“Sounds like you guys saved the special forces guys a lot of grief,” Eddie commented in amazement. 
“They would have been ambushed and probably killed.” He had heard of these teams before, they would train 
for weeks to get every move down just right and when inserted they would carry out their missions: gather 
intelligence, blow up storage dumps, plant land mines, plant sound and vibration sensors, and sometimes 
kidnap designated NVA officers and take them back to South Vietnam for interrogation. There was a secret 
helicopter organization called the Green Hornets that flew the exceptionally dangerous missions inserting and 
extracting the special operations teams. Eddie had always suspected the all black CH-53 helicopters at Nakhon 
Phanom were a part of the Green Hornets but no one was talking. 

“That’s why we’re so pissed off,” the master sergeant continued. “We just got the word by our Security 
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North American T-28D, Each aircraft had hard points for bombs under each wing and a 
Flush mounted 50 cal machine gun in each wing. “Chaophakhao” call sign.

EC-47 P Model “Iron Butterfly.”
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EC-47 Flight Line at NKP.

Long Tieng City and airfield, Laos, “The Alternate.”
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GLOSSARY
* designates photo available in photo gallery

AGL= above ground level
Air America = CIA organization operating aircraft in Vietnam and Laos, (clandestine operations)
BOQ = bachelor living quarters on an airbase
BX = Air Force Base Exchange, (general store)
C-47 = World War II vintage twin engine propeller freight aircraft 
C-124 = large, bulky, slow four engine freight aircraft *
C-130 = four engine turboprop freight aircraft for delivery of freight and personnel *
C-133 = long range four engine turboprop freight aircraft *
C-141 = long range four engine jet cargo aircraft *
CCR = Combat Crew Rest, three days off each month to travel anywhere in Thailand
Channel = channel selector, preprogrammed frequencies for radios and TACANs
Commissary = grocery store on airbase 
DC-3 = civilian predecessor of C-47
Doppler Radar = radar capable of displaying only objects that are moving
EC-47 = World War II freight aircraft modified for use as Electronic Reconnaissance in Vietnam and Laos *
ETA = estimated time of arrival
F-4 fighter = twin engine jet fighter, two crewmembers *
Feet wet = flying over water
Flaps = attachments to aircraft wings, when extended, will allow the aircraft to be flown at slower speeds
GCI site = Ground Controlled Intercept: A ground based powerful radar instillation that monitors all airborne    
 traffic in a designated area. If the airspace is violated by enemy aircraft the GCI site’s function is to  
 vector friendly fighter aircraft into position to shoot down the enemy aircraft.
General Giap = head of North Vietnamese Army
General Vang Pao = head of Hmong Army in Plain of Jars (friendly forces)
Gooney bird = nickname for C-47 aircraft *
Ho Chi Minh = North Vietnamese Head of State
Ho Chi Minh Trail = web of roads and trails from North Vietnam, south through eastern Laos, to Cambodia  
 and South Vietnam. Used by North Vietnamese to transport war supplies to the North Vietnamese   
 Army and Viet Cong in South Vietnam.
In contact = military term for two opposing forces in active combat
Indicated airspeed = aircraft speed shown on cockpit indicator, unadjusted for altitude, and temperature (see  
 true airspeed)
Knot = navel and aviation speed measurement—equivalent to 1.15 miles per hour 
La La Land = a place of frivolous activity and out of touch with reality
MAC = Military Airlift Command, Air Force organization charged with transporting freight and personnel.
MIG fighters = Russian and Chinese manufactured fighter aircraft flown by the North Vietnamese Air Force. 
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NCO = Non Commissioned Officer—enlisted personnel—usually Sergeant rank or above.
NKP = Nakhon Phanom Airbase, located in Thailand across the river from Laos
NVA = North Vietnamese Amy
O’club = officers facility with bars and dining rooms as well as other amenities
Old Shaky = Slang for C-124 freight aircraft *
OV-10 = Twin engine light weight aircraft used for low level visual reconnaissance * 
PAVN = People’s Army of Vietnam: North Vietnam’s Army, same as NVA.
PDJ = Plain of Jars, large flat valley in northern Laos
People’s Army = North Vietnamese Army
Raven = American reconnaissance pilots flying in Laos—disguised as civilians
RO = radio operator, generic ambiguous name used to hid function of Security Service intelligence personnel  
 crewing EC-47s
Round engines = radial aircraft engines, circular in shape. World War II technology.
RTB = flying acronym for Return To Base (airfield).
Sam missiles = Surface to Air Missiles—used by North Vietnamese to shoot down American aircraft 
Spad = nickname for American A-1 single engine propeller fighter aircraft *
Spooks = Nickname for CIA intelligence agents—applied to American Air force Security Service    
 intelligence personal serving as crewmembers in EC-47s.
Swastika = ancient Asian symbol for good luck
T-28 = American pilot training aircraft, converted into simple bomber for Hmong pilots
TACAN = ground based instillation that broadcasts signals aircraft use to determine their exact position
TFA = Task Force Alpha, organization in concrete building NKP–– monitors enemy Ho Chi Minh Trail   
 activity 
True airspeed = cockpit indicated airspeed corrected for altitude and temperature—without wind is speed   
 crossing the ground.


